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Lead: In 1969 the British rock band the Who released the album Tommy which included the hit Pinball 
Wizard. (Song). The album was actually a  rock opera hitting on the spiritual themes of self identity and 
discovering your inner talents. Since then, it’s been adapted for the big screen and for Broadway. 
Bethany College is presenting its own version of the popular production. Keri Brown reports. 
 
Brown: The setting for Bethany College’s production of The Who’s Tommy takes place after World War II. 
Theater Director Luke Hardt, says the rock opera is about a young boy who becomes catatonic after 
witnessing a traumatic event. 
 
Hardt: The lover who killed Tommy’s father when he was four after he comes home from war and find’s 
his lover with another man , struggle, violence death, the lover then substitutes himself as Tommy’s 
father , but in the version it’s the surrogate father killed and the biological father makes a big mistake the 
child was born when he was off at war. 
 
Brown: Tommy’s parents try to help him forget the tragedy, but instead cause more harm to the young 
boy.  
 
Hardt:  Other parental units sing to him at this point you didn’t feel it, see it or hear it and he takes that 
literally and becomes catatonic, but is maturing inwardly and won’t  hear, see or speak at all.  
 
Brown: While growing up, Tommy also ends up suffering mental abuse from his bully cousin and sexual 
abuse from his uncle. Hardt says these touchy subjects are challenging to portray on stage . 
 
Hardt:  It’s about developing from age four to late teens. I have an eleven year old and an 8 year old and 
they are always asking me and follow me in to theater and I wouldn’t feel comfortable using anyone else’s 
kids. I’m proud to say that the way I staged this, they don’t know what their doing is about. 
 
Brown: Tommy’s parents continue to try helping him break free of his turmoil, but their attempts keep 
failing. When they finally leave him alone, he finds his way to a pinball machine.  
 
Hardt: Sound Vibration is what rock and roll music is and vibration is metaphor for pinball. See me, feel 
me touch me heal me which allows him to break through that much. If listen to lyrics of pinball wizard, he 
doesn’t get distracted from lights and sounds because he can conquer it there is no distraction for him.. 
 
Brown: Tommy  becomes a famous pinball player and acquires a cult-like following for his unique talents 
and struggles. But his fans turn on him after a defining moment in the production, when his mother breaks 
a glass mirror. Bethany Theater assistant David George explains. 
 
George: The story represents eternal search for identity and reality smashing of mirror is a reminder 
about reflection of him and living life to the fullest, he is then released from his state and in the most 
jubilant way says  “ I’m free”. 
 
Brown: The music for the production will be played by an orchestra on stage made up of local community 
members. Since there are only about 20 lines in the two act play, A flashing projector screen also depicts 
internal messages from the characters. Hardt says the High energy show has a surprise ending. 
 
Hardt:  The way we have staged it Tommy has gotten through and at end we look at audience have 
surprise and we pull technological tricks, at end guitar cords are accompanied with the biggest pinball you 
have ever seen coming right at you. 
 
Brown: Bethany College’s production of the Who’s Tommy will begin on March 27th and run through 
March 31

st
.  
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